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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 In December of 2015, the 21st UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 
Conference of the Parties (COP21) signed the world’s first global agreement to curb greenhouse 
gas emissions and mitigate anthropogenic climate change. Resulting in the Paris Agreement, 
COP21 marked the first time the UN’s nearly 200 participating nations united in support of a 
single climate agreement. 
 COPs have been taking place since the UN adopted the Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1992. Since that time, the environmental community and the 
world have watched as large COPs that stoked high hopes for a global climate agreement have 
come and gone, resulting in minimal policy progress. COP15, held in Copenhagen in 2010, was 
one such COP. Watched with the same worldwide anticipation as COP21, COP15 was expected 
to resolve questions about post-2012 Kyoto Protocol policy. Yet, it merely resulted in a political 
non-binding agreement negotiated by a minority of heads of state. 
 Environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) are among the groups most 
vested in UNFCCC outcomes. They devote substantial personnel, time and resources to further 
their agendas and influence outcomes, and their participation at COPs has starkly increased over 
the past 25 years. These ever-growing ENGO efforts raise a number of questions: can part of 
COP21’s outcome be attributed to increased ENGO influence? Did ENGOs use different 
strategies to influence COP21’s outcome as compared to COP15? If different strategies were 
used, how might ENGOs’ organizational learning flows be related to their ability to change 
strategic course? 
 This paper explores the influence strategies used by seven international ENGOs at both 
COP15 and COP21. It also explores the learning behaviors used by the ENGOs — from the 
individual to the full organization level — to both strategize at COP events and adjust course in 
reaction to those learnings. 
 The first section (Literature Review) provides an overview of the two primary strategy 
types used by ENGOs to influence UNFCCC negotiations: insider strategies and outsider 
strategies. It also discusses Corell and Betsill’s Framework for Analyzing NGO Influence in 
International Negotiations. This leading academic framework provides a basis for measuring the 
the difficult-to-quantify concept of influence, and it focuses solely on insider influence strategies. 
 The Literature Review also addresses organizational learning in the context of Crossan 
and Berdrow’s 4I organizational learning framework. This framework is well-suited to analyzing 
ENGO learning in response to COP developments due to its focus on strategic renewal. It 
encompasses four levels of learning: intuition, interpretation, integration and institutionalization. 
 The second section (Methods) details the data-gathering process through semi-structured 
interviews with ENGO climate and/or COP representatives to address four primary objectives: 
 

1. To determine if and how ENGOs used different insider and/or outsider COP influence 
strategies for COP21 than for COP15;  

2. To determine whether Corell and Betsill’s framework for measuring influence captures 
the universe of all NGO actions that should be considered; 

3. To understand the 4I organizational learning processes ENGOs use to adjust their COP 
influence strategies; and  

4. To determine the extent to which organizational learning played a role in ENGO 
adjustments to influence strategies after COP15. 
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 The third section (Results & Observations) analyzes the qualitative interview data 
gathered to arrive at four conclusions, corresponding to the study’s four objectives: 
 

1. ENGOs did not significantly change their predominant influence strategies from COP15 
to COP21;  

2. Corell and Betsill’s framework should incorporate outsider influence strategies into its 
influence measurement scheme, given the current prevalence of such strategies in ENGO 
COP activity;  

3. ENGOs’ learning regarding COP influence strategy occurs most frequently at the 
interpretation level, followed by integration, intuition and institutionalization; and 

4. The extent to which organizational learning played a role in ENGO influence strategy 
adjustments post-COP15 is inconclusive, given the difference in political, social and 
media environments between COP15 and COP21. 

 
The fourth section (Discussion) discusses the project’s results in the context of wider 

academic literature and draws upon specific interview commentary to demonstrate trends in the 
data and – more broadly – trends in ENGO influence strategy post-COP15. This section also 
explores the triumphs and challenges ENGOs face as their organizations learn during and across 
COPs. 

The fifth section (Relevance of Findings) suggests a revision of Corell and Betsill’s 
influence measuring framework, expanding its singular focus on insider influence strategies to 
include outsider strategies. It also highlights the importance of the political and social 
environments surrounding COPs, as well as the multi-year preparations that lead up to them, in 
influencing COPs. Indeed, ENGOs are not the sole outside influencers that have the capacity to 
sway negotiations. 

The sixth section (Study Limitations) acknowledges project limitations, including the 
small sample size and focus on large, international ENGOs. A study involving a greater number 
of ENGOs of varying sizes may yield different results. 

Finally, the seventh section (Suggestions for Further Research) suggests the addition of a 
fifth “I” — intertwining — to the 4I framework. Given the high extent of collaboration among 
ENGOs at COPs, further exploration of how learning occurs between ENGOs (i.e., intertwining 
of inter-organizational knowledge) would inform ENGO approaches to future climate change 
negotiations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
We have set a course here. The world has come together around an agreement that will 
empower us to chart a new path for our planet – a smart and responsible path, a 
sustainable path. And extraordinarily, we are 196 delegations, 186 plans. That is a 
remarkable global commitment. (Remarks of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry) (U.S. 
Department of State, 2015) 
 
On December 12, 2015, the 21st UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Conference of the Parties (COP21) signed the world’s first global agreement to curb greenhouse 

gas emissions and mitigate anthropogenic climate change. Anticipation of an elusive global deal 

in Paris brewed for years prior to the COP’s commencement. COP17 in Durban and COP18 in 

Doha promised a universal climate agreement by 2015. (United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change) Nearly 190 countries submitted Intended Nationally Determined 

Contributions (INDCs) that set forth their individual plans for greenhouse gas reductions, a result 

of agreements at COP19 in Warsaw. (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, 2016) Even 

leader of the Catholic Church Pope Francis issued rare encyclical Laudato si, acknowledging 

humanity’s contribution to global warming and mobilizing worldwide Catholics to address “the 

ethical and spiritual roots of environmental problems.” (Francis, 2015)  

COP21 resulted in the Paris Agreement. It calls for a limiting of global temperature 

increase to “well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels”; a reduction in emissions to a level 

equal to that which can be absorbed by Earth’s carbon sinks, beginning between the years 2050 

and 2100; mandatory progress reporting; a review and adjustment of participating countries’ 

Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) every five years starting in 2020; and 

climate finance mechanisms through which wealthy countries will aid poor ones in adapting to 

climate change and renewable energy sources. (Conference of the Parties, 2015) 

Indeed, the Paris Agreement is not without its critics, and many environmental groups 
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argue it does not deliver enough concrete, legally-binding targets to implore countries to hold 

true to their commitments, nor does it offer penalties for failure to do so. Nonetheless, the 

Agreement represents a monumental development in global climate change negotiations: it 

represents the first time the UN’s nearly 200 participating nations have united in support of a 

single agreement.  

The success of COP21 is striking when juxtaposed with another highly anticipated 

Conference of the Parties: COP15 in Copenhagen. Like COP21, COP15 commenced in 2009 

with wide hopes for a legally binding global agreement to address climate change, fortified by 

promises of major emissions reductions by large economies (e.g., Japan, Brazil and China) 

leading up to COP15. (Dimitrov, 2010) Two weeks later, however, COP15 adjourned with 

nothing more than an informal declaration to limit global temperature rise to two degrees 

Celsius. The absence of legally binding commitments once again allowed countries to determine 

their own emissions targets — without repercussion for unmet targets — and to arrange pledges 

to developing countries to finance climate adaptation instead. (Dimitrov, 2010) The resulting 

Copenhagen Accord – drafted by only 25 countries – was never adopted as a formal COP 

decision. (Dimitrov, 2010)  

Success or failure aside, the results of UNFCCC negotiations represent the culmination of 

years of formal and informal negotiations among far more parties than participating nations’ 

official delegates. Hundreds of public, private and non-profit groups all use unique strategies to 

influence the progress and terms of each COP outcome. 

Environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) are among the groups most 

vested in influencing UNFCCC discussions, stemming back to the adoption of the Convention at 

the Rio Earth Summit in 1992. (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) 
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While ENGOs do not have the authority to make decisions in international negotiations, they 

play a key role as providers of information to heads of states and to the public. (Corell & Betsill, 

2001)  

ENGO participation in UNFCCC meetings has only increased since Rio, when ENGOs 

used public pressure, participation in delegations and lobbying to substantially influence draft 

language to the original UNFCCC. (Rietig, 2011) More than 25 years and numerous policy 

debates and scientific developments later, ENGOs from around the world continue to campaign 

for public and state support of climate change mitigation efforts.  

Indeed, the contrast in ENGO participation numbers between COP15 and COP21 is 

indicative of the continued increase in ENGO focus on the international climate stage. In 

Copenhagen, 832 non-governmental organizations participated in the COP. (United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2009) In Paris, 1,109 non-governmental 

organizations were registered participants at the COP, representing a 33 percent increase over 

Copenhagen six years earlier.1 (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 

2015) Indeed, Figure 1 below demonstrates the stark increase in civil society participation (of 

which ENGOs are a key component) in COPs over the last two decades, ending 2011.2 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
1 While the number of participating NGOs increased from COP15 to COP21, the number of individual registered 
participants from total NGOs decreased by nearly 66 percent. This sizeable discrepancy is addressed in the Results 
and Observations portion of the paper. 
2 While the trend in civil society participation in COPs has been one of marked increase over the past 20 years, 
Figure 1 also shows a notable decrease in participation after COP15 in 2009. This decrease in participation was 
noted by multiple interviewees and is addressed in the Discussion portion of the paper. 
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Figure 1: Civil Society Membership in States’ National Delegations at COPs, 1995-2011 

 

   (Bohmelt, 2013) 

 These ever-growing ENGO efforts raise a number of questions, particularly in light of 

the world’s first global agreement in Paris: can part of COP21’s successful outcome be attributed 

to increased ENGO influence? Did ENGOs use different strategies to influence COP21’s 

outcome as compared to other COPs (particularly highly anticipated but unsuccessful COPs such 

as COP15)?  If different strategies were used, how might ENGOs’ organizational learning flows 

be related to their ability to change strategic course?  

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

ENGOs Involvement in International Climate Negotiations  
 

International climate change negotiations have seen their share of victory and setback. 

For example, the Kyoto Protocol in 2005 was a historical success, while negotiations at COP15 

in 2009 were generally regarded as a failure. (Bodansky, 2012) While COP15 was intended to 
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serve as a deadline to resolve questions about post-2012 Kyoto Protocol policy, the much-hyped 

conference merely resulted in a political, non-binding agreement (the Copenhagen Accord) 

negotiated by only a quarter of the heads of state in attendance. (Bodansky) 

It is difficult to determine whether COP15’s failure to result in meaningful climate action 

can be partially attributed to ineffective ENGO influence strategies. After all, climate change 

campaigns pose unique challenges for ENGOs due to scientific complexities, conflicting public 

messaging and human psychological factors that make comprehension difficult. In addition, 

while many studies consider the issue of ENGO influence on negotiations, few clarify their 

definition of “influence” and even fewer provide a roadmap for assessing that influence. (Betsill 

& Corell, 2001)  

It is equally difficult to attribute COP21’s ability to reach a global agreement to a single 

factor. While INDC submissions and early commitments to reduced emissions and increased 

clean energy use by powerhouses like the United States and China generated momentum ahead 

of  COP21, the conference still faced a host of social, scientific and economic differences 

between involved parties.   

 ENGO Influence in International Negotiations 

Why then, with so many factors at play, is ENGO influence at UNFCCC negotiations of 

critical importance to study? The answer lies in the startling increase in ENGO participation 

numbers at negotiations across time, as previously mentioned. NGO diplomacy on the global 

stage has become an “international experiment in democratizing intergovernmental decision 

making.” (Betsill & Corell, 2007) The increase in size and number of ENGOs attempting to 

influence global climate policy at UNFCCC conferences naturally triggers questions about the 

effectiveness of these efforts.  
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The UNFCCC actively encourages ENGO participation in climate change negotiations. 

The framework text, adopted at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, specifically acknowledges the 

importance of ENGOs in generating public awareness and education about climate change. The 

UNFCCC encourages ENGOs’ “widest participation” at COPs and authorizes that any party may 

be admitted to a conference as long as fewer than one-third of the participating parties object. 

(United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) 

ENGOs, of course, have both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for influencing 

international climate change negotiations. Intrinsically, they aim to steer policy in favor of 

environmental protection. (Betzold, 2013) At climate negotiations, this may involve 

campaigning for reduced emissions by country, an agreement that is legally binding or a 

universal commitment to limit global temperature rise to a certain level. Extrinsically, ENGOs 

are concerned about the viability of their own organizations. (Betzold, 2013) Active defense of 

their climate raison d’etre signals to ENGO members that their ideological and financial support 

are central to an ENGO’s goals, and that the ENGO is “worthy of continued support.” (Betzold, 

2013)  

Insider Versus Outsider COP Influence Strategies 
 

 Mere physical presence during COP negotiations is too simplistic a strategy for ENGOs 

to influence COP outcomes. Academic literature defines two broad categories for actions that 

ENGOs and other civil society parties take when attempting to influence climate negoations: 

insider strategies and outsider strategies. (Betzold, 2013) Insider strategies are those that “rely on 

direct transmission of information to decision makers,” and outsider strategies are those that 

“seek to create pressure more indirectly by influencing public opinion and mobilising the public 

in a direction desired by the interest group.” (Betzold, 2013)  
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More specifically, insider strategies involve direct influence on negotiations due to 

physical access to decisionmakers (i.e., the target audience for these influence methods). While 

ENGOs are not often allowed access to – much less direct input in – formal sessions between 

delegates, they are still allowed physical presense at unofficial meetings among governments. 

(Bohmelt & Betzold, 2013) These serve as prime opportunities for ENGOs to present draft text 

and policy proposals, gain access to state documents, and generally enjoy a direct and timely line 

of communication with influential delegates. (Bohmelt & Betzold, 2013) This highly visible 

form of inside advisory actions is considered by some experts to be ENGOs’ strongest option for 

substantial negotiations influence. (Bohmelt & Betzold, 2013) 

Outsider strategies encompass a much broader range of ENGO influence strategies. Here, 

the target audience is the general public, and ENGOs aim to garner support for their efforts — 

and ultimately sway delegates in their favor — by organizing mass protests, high profile 

campaigns and media alliances to influence the public. (Rietig, 2011) Ultimately, the goal is to 

influence delegates to support ENGO climate objectives by generating a critical mass of public 

pressure that delegates in good conscience cannot ignore. 

Lobbying is also a critical component of ENGO influnce, and it straddles both insider and 

outsider strategies. Again, ENGO lobbyists have physical access to the inside of COP convention 

centers, but they are usually not allowed access to crucial delegate negotiations, which are 

private. (Rietig, 2011) Lobbyists therefore enjoy ad hoc, informal access to delegates as they 

come and go from formal negotiations, and ENGO lobbyists leverage this opportunity to argue 

their cause and suggest draft agreement text. (Rietig, 2011) 

ENGOs and other parties are generally thought to specialize in one type of strategy across 

negotiations, depending on whether they are activist outsiders who police decisionmakers to 
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ensure accountability or insider advocates attempting to directly affect negotiation outcomes. 

(Betzold, 2013) An ENGO’s membership type is regarded as a key factor in driving its influence 

strategy type. ENGOs with broad, geographically fragmented members who are united purely 

out of their belief in an ENGO’s mission are best served by outsider strategies, which are highly 

visible and widely spread by media. (Betzold, 2013) ENGOs with more close-knit, coordinated 

members have less of a need to appease their membership with sweeping media exposure and 

public displays; therefore, these smaller ENGOs are better served by the quieter insider influence 

strategies. (Betzold, 2013) 

The intangible nature of influence has led to ambiguity in current literature about how to 

define and measure it. Scholars Elisabeth Corell and Michele Betsill have written prolifically on 

this topic, defining influence as “when one actor intentionally transmits information to another 

that alters the latter’s actions from what would have occurred without that information.” (Corell 

& Betsill, 2001) They propose a framework for measuring ENGO influence on international 

negotiations based on three evidence types that pertain to ENGO participation: activity, access 

and resources. (Corell & Betsill)  The framework employs specific indicators to assess ENGO 

influence in negotiations: 

If NGOs were influential in a negotation, we would expect to observe NGOs: 
1. being present at the negotiations; 
2. providing written information supporting  a particular position (such as 

newsletters, research reports or papers, or information leaflets) to relevant 
government ministries or to the negotiation sessions);  

3. providing verbal information supporting a particular position (through statements, 
information meetings or seminars during negotiation sessions); and  

4. providing specific advice to government delegations through direct interaction. 
 

 We would further expect that NGOs would have had: 
5. opportunity to define the environmental issue under negotiation; 
6. opportunity to shape the negotiating agenda; and 
7. ability to ensure that certain text supporting a particular position is incorporated in 

the Convention. (Corell & Betsill, 2001) 
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In addition, the framework employs triangulation (i.e., multiple data types) to provide a 

multifaceted system for measuring the rather nebulous concept of influence. 

Figure 2: Corell & Betsill’s Framework for Analyzing NGO Influence in International 
Negotiations 
 

 

  (Corell & Betsill) 

 Numerous academic studies have addressed the topic of ENGO influence on international 

climate negotiations.  However, as Corell and Betsill recognize, most studies do not incorporate 

analysis of direct evidence linking ENGO influence to COP outcomes. Corell and Betsill’s 
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framework seeks to fill this gap in the literature by uniquely incorporating process tracing into 

influence assessment.  

Process tracing can be used to clarify that observed correlations between NGO activities 
and negotiating outcomes are not spurious. In constructing a logical chain of evidence 
demonstrating that NGOs transmitted information during the negotiations, that 
negotiators received that information and changed their behaviors in response, scholars 
build a stronger foundation for their claims that NGOs influenced the negotiations. 
(Betsill & Corell, 2001) 
 

 Accordingly, the influence indicators upon which Corell and Betsill’s framework rely are 

all insider strategies. They focus on the actions of ENGOs at or immediately before COP 

negotiations sessions. This allows for collection and analysis of direct, concrete evidence of 

ENGOs engaging with COP negotiators, either in-person or through targeted sharing of 

information. This data in turn allows for process tracing and a tangential link between ENGO 

actions and how negotiation agendas and outcomes are shaped. 

 Because of this, the framework does not incorporate ENGO outsider strategies or long-

term, ongoing influence strategies into its recommended data set. This is corroborated by Corell 

and Betsill’s use of their own framework to assess ENGO influence on two UN conferences: the 

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in 1994, and negotiation of the Kyoto 

Protocol in 1997. (Corell & Betsill, 2001) For both conferences, Corell and Betsill studied the 

following indicators to assess ENGO influence on conference outcomes: presence at 

negotiations, provision of written and verbal information, provision of advice through direct 

interaction with negotiators, opportunities to define issues under discussion, opportunities to 

shape meeting agendas and the ability to incorporate text into any agreements. (Corell & Betsill, 

2001) Indeed, all seven of these indicators constitute insider strategies, and they are solely 

focused on the time frame in which the negotiations take place. The study does not take into 

account actions that ENGOs took to influence negotiations in the long-term lead up to the 
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conferences, nor does the study incorporate outsider strategies into its  analyses.  

Organizational Learning in ENGOs 
 

Organizational learning may play a role in how effectively ENGOs are able to adapt their 

influence strategies in response to developments in UN climate policy. By definition, 

organizational learning is the “capacity of organizations to build new awareness, strategies and 

capacities on the basis of their own and others’ experience.” (Harvard University) This 

experience is accumulated by individual members of an organization. (Argote, 2011) Given the 

mobility of individuals in and out of organizations, organizational learning has truly occurred 

when individual knowledge is ingrained into and easily accessed by other members of an 

organization, regardless of whether the individuals who provided that information remain at the 

organization. (Argote, 2011) This information retention is the result of three organizational 

learning sub-processes: creation, retention and transfer of knowledge. (Argote, 2011) 

Given that the science and politics of climate change are ever-changing, strong 

organizational learning tools are important for ENGOs to keep abreast of policy and scientific 

developments, and to adapt their strategies accordingly. (Boyd & Osbahr, 2010) Yet, literature 

about the application of organizational learning tools in the non-profit sector is relatively sparse. 

(Bloch & Borges) As “third sector organizations,” non-profits lag behind the private and public 

sectors as subjects of organizational learning scholarship. The latter parties are more widely 

thought of as strategic areas for management and organizational learning scholarship. (Bloch & 

Borges) Bloch & Borges highlight: 
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[T]raditional management techniques applied to both public and private sectors 
demonstrate real limitations when they are simply transferred across to the third sector. 
The absence of shareholders and profit as the main objectives [of the organization] means 
that other values dominate, such as the form of participative management, commitment 
with the mission and the prioritization of principles that guide the service to the target 
group, and where valuing the human person and commitment to others stand out most. 
(Merege, 2000) 
 
The challenge ENGOs face with regard to organizational learning from COP to COP is 

one of learning and adapting to the unique demands of each COP while simultaneously 

employing knowledge gathered from involvement in previous COPs. This process is one of 

strategic renewal, formally defined as “the process, content, and outcome of refreshment or 

replacement of attributes of an organization that have the potential to substantially affect its long-

term prospects.” (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009) It involves an ongoing strain between exploration of 

new knowledge and exploitation of retained knowledge. (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) Figure 2 

below demonstrates the ongoing push-pull tension inherent in strategic renewal. It employs an 

ongoing loop of feedback and feed forward processes that allows organizations to use constant 

learning at the individual level to shape direction at the institutional level. 
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Figure 2. Organizational Learning As A Dynamic Process 

 

(Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) 

Crossan and Berdrow critically argue that – while strategic renewal and organizational 

learning processes are intertwined and critical to the intellectual vitality of an organization – the 

two are insufficiently connected due to shortcomings in organizational learning scholarship. 

(Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) 

Crossan’s 4I organizational learning framework bridges this gap. While multiple 

frameworks for assessing organizational learning exist, the 4I framework is well-suited to 

analyzing ENGO learning in response to COP developments due to its focus on renewal, which 

“requires that organizations explore and learn new ways while concurrently exploiting what they 

have already learned. (Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999)  

The 4I framework incorporates intuition, interpretation, integration and 

institutionalization into an analysis of loop learning processes across multiple levels within an 

organization: individual members, teams and full organizations. (Crites, et al., 2009) Completion 
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of all four “I” processes renews and updates organizational knowledge with new information. An 

overview of these processes follows, complemented by Figure 3 below: 

• Intuition: an individual recognizes patterns through ongoing personal experience, 

resulting in awareness that may pre-consciously affect their behavior, but learnings are 

not proactively communicated with others. Rather, only through interaction with the 

individual are others affected by the individual’s intuitive learning at this stage. (Crossan 

& Berdrow, 2003) 

• Interpretation: an individual consciously explains intuitive learning using concrete 

language and verbal communication to aid understanding of new concepts for themselves 

and others. (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) 

• Integration: learning moves to the group level, with use of open dialogue and 

“coordinated action through mutual adjustment.” While initial sharing of information is 

informal, repeated actions will ingrain the learning in the organization. (Crossan & 

Berdrow, 2003) 

• Institutionalization: learning moves to the organization level, with processes in place to 

“ensur[e] that routinized actions occur.” This process embeds learning by individuals and 

groups gathered from the three prior steps into the organization. Concrete procedures are 

in place to solidify learned actions within the strategic fabric of the organization. 

(Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) 
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Figure 3.  Learning/Renewal in Organizations: Four Processes Through Three Levels 

 

        (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003) 

Research Question and Objectives 
 

Formal research that exposes how ENGOs use organizational learning strategies to adjust 

their COP influence strategies is sparse. In addition, COP21’s history-making global climate 

agreement raises the question of what influential factors distinguish it from other COPs that 

failed to arrive at a global agreement. Thus, the objectives of this Master’s Project are as follows: 

• Objective #1: to determine if and how ENGOs used different insider and/or outsider 

COP influence strategies for COP21 than for COP15, and whether COP15’s failure to 

result in a global climate agreement was used as a learning mechanism for revising 

influence strategy; 

• Objective #2: to determine whether insider, during-COP strategies that are the focus of 

Corell and Betsill’s Framework for Analyzing NGO Influence in International 

Environmental Negotiations constitute the universe of all ENGO actions that should be 
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considered when measuring influence on COPs;  

• Objective #3: to understand the organizational learning processes ENGOs use to monitor 

and adjust their COP influence strategies, using Crossan’s 4I framework as a guide; and  

• Objective #4: to determine the extent to which organizational learning plays a role in 

ENGOs’ adjustments of their COP strategies after COP15, as evidenced by any new 

strategies they used at COP21. 

 
METHODS 
 

Qualitative research was employed to address each objective of this Master’s Project. 

Seven major ENGOs, all of which are headquartered in the United States with the exception of 

one (OxFam, headquartered in England) and whose membership and campaigns have broad 

national and/or international reach served as subjects for this study. For purposes of this exercise, 

ENGOs are defined as “not-for-profit organizations that have not been established by state actors 

and whose aim is environmental protection.” (Bohmelt & Betzold, 2013) Business associations 

and other commercial interest groups are therefore excluded from the study. 

In addition, all involved ENGOs participated in both COP15 and COP21. For purposes of 

this study, participation is defined as 1) having sent representatives to both COPs, as evidenced 

by the UN’s “Provisional List of Participants” for both COP15 and COP21, and 2) having acted 

intentionally to influence the outcomes of both COP15 and COP21, whether through insider or 

outsider strategies. 

To understand individual ENGO COP influence strategies, semi-structured interviews 

were conducted with a member of each ENGO’s climate campaign team. In each case, the 

interviewee held substantial responsibility for their ENGO’s COP influence activities, whether as 
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a participant at COPs or as a member of the ENGO’s team that determines COP or climate 

strategy. Interviewees were selected through personal contacts or those of the Duke Nicholas 

School of the Environment community, by reviewing employee profiles on each ENGO’s 

website, and by reviewing recent ENGO climate change communications and identifying the 

publications’ points of contact.  

Data Collection 
 

Potential interviewees were contacted via email for interview requests. Individuals at 

12 ENGOs were contacted, and interviews with seven of them were secured. Figure 4 below 

identifies participating ENGOs. As the table shows, some interviewees could not speak to their 

ENGO’s influence strategies for both COP15 and COP21, as they were not employed by the 

same ENGO for both conferences. In these cases, interviewees were asked to speak about ENGO 

COP15 influence strategies in general. 

Each interviewee was informed of the objectives of the study and presented with 

interview questions prior to the interview. Interviewees were not asked to sign a consent form, 

given that the Institutional Review Board ruled that it was not required for the study. Interviews 

lasted an average of 45 minutes. 

 Interview questions are attached hereto as Appendix 1. 

Human Subjects Research Exemption 
 
 The Duke University Office of Research Support for Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

was petitioned for exemption of this study in August 2015, given that it involves human subjects. 

On August 11, 2015, a member of the board confirmed that this study’s protocol did not require 

IRB review. This is because the interview questions asked about procedures and strategies of the 

organizations at which the subjects were employed, not about the subjects’ individual opinions or 
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personal experiences. Interviewees were nonetheless informed during initial email contact — and 

again at the beginning of each call — that the call would be audio recorded and transcribed, and 

that they could halt the interview, decline to answer questions or request that the recording be 

destroyed at any time. None of the interviewees made such requests. 

Interview Subjects 
 
• 350.org: 350.org focuses on generating global grassroots support for the climate movement, 

specifically campaigning for efforts to reduce the concentration of carbon dioxide in Earth’s 

atmosphere to less than 350 parts per million to circumvent irreversible climate impacts. 

350.org was founded in 2008, and the group mobilizes followers via online campaigns and 

mass public actions. 350.org maintains head offices in New York and California, with local 

chapters in 188 countries. (350.org) 

Per their interviewee, 350.org does not have personnel who are specifically devoted to 

UNFCCC events or international policy work in general. Rather, they mobilize a number of 

separate teams to handle COP strategy: a ground mobilization team at the COP, a narrative 

team consisting of digital and communications staff, and a small core leadership “huddle” 

consisting of the executive director and leads from the other teams, to make timely decisions 

on political developments. 

• Sierra Club: The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 and is the United States’ largest 

environmental grassroots organization, spanning nearly 2.5 million members and 64 

chapters. It presses for climate mitigation and adaptation through a number of campaigns, 

namely its “Beyond Oil,” “Beyond Natural Gas” and “Beyond Coal” campaigns, to push the 

United States to commit to 100 percent clean and renewable energy. (Sierra Club) 
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Per their interviewee, Sierra Club maintains a small international climate team that 

strategizes for and participates in COPs. However, team members are not solely devoted to 

UN events, and they are still integrated into other Sierra Club campaigns.  

• World Wildlife Fund: The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) operates in 100 countries, with 

nearly five million members around the world. Founded 50 years ago, WWF leverages 

science, policy, business and partnerships to achieve conservation goals that are focused 

across six broad categories: forests, marine, freshwater, wildlife, food and climate. (World 

Wildlife Fund) WWF’s climate work centers upon work within corporate partnerships to help 

companies reduce their emissions and increase their usage of renewable energy. WWF also 

develops assessment tools to study climate vulnerability and works with communities to 

develop environmental values. (World Wildlife Fund) 

Per their interviewee, WWF’s COP climate team consists of four dedicated individuals: a 

team leader, a program manager, and coordinators for finance and adaptation. The climate 

team facilities multiple strands of climate work, including work on international negotiations 

and the UNFCCC process, and cross-office learning. 

• The Nature Conservancy: The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is dedicated to conserving land 

and water resources around the world by using science to determine areas of need, 

encouraging conservation finance and working with the private sector to advance 

conservation initiatives. TNC maintains high-level campaigns in five core areas: water 

protection, climate change, ocean health, land conservation and urban sustainability. It 

maintains offices across the globe and is headquartered in Virginia. (The Nature 

Conservancy) 
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Per their interviewee, TNC does not have any personnel devoted full-time to UNFCCC 

events. However, it does have a core strategy team, housed within its international 

government relations and external affairs arm that is responsible for TNC’s COP activities. 

This team is divided into four sub-teams: logistics, communications, outsider strategy and 

insider strategy, the last of which my interviewee is a member. TNC’s core team determines 

general COP strategy, but it is ultimately subject to support and critique from the 

organization’s executive team. 

• Greenpeace International: Greenpeace’s primary mission is to independently organize 

global campaigns to spur perception and behavior changes in protection of the environment. 

Present in more than 55 countries around the world, Greenpeace only accepts monetary 

donations from individual supporters and grants, and thus is not answerable to donations 

from governments or corporate donors.  (Greenpeace) To curb climate change, Greenpeace 

pushes for significant renewable energy usage and energy efficiency; a 40 percent decrease 

in carbon emissions from 1990 levels for developed countries, achieved by 2020; and slowed 

emissions growth by 15-30 percent for developing countries by 2020. (Greenpeace) 

Per their interviewee, Greenpeace operates via a matrix governance system. In other words, it 

uses distributed campaigning, which allows for its global chapters to independently seek and 

pursue projects while also seeking monetary support from Greenpeace International, the 

coordinating office. Greenpeace does not maintain a full-time team devoted to the UNFCCC 

process, but its “core” climate team does handle most of Greenpeace’s climate work on the 

international stage. The core team is informed by roughly 60 policy advisors and 

campaigners from around the globe, but Greenpeace’s central core climate team numbers 

approximately 10 individuals. 
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• World Resources Institute: World Resources Institute (WRI) is a global research 

organization with operations in more than 50 countries. It works to bring business, 

government and communities together in shared management of and benefit from natural 

resources. (World Resources Institute, 2016) Headquartered in Washington, D.C., WRI is 

well-known for the emissions tracking tools it has developed (in particular, the Greenhouse 

Gas Protocol and CAIT) to help businesses and governments reduce their GHG output. In 

addition, their U.S. Climate Action Initiative sets forth short- and long-term strategies for 

reducing the United States’ emissions. (World Resources Institute) 

Per their interviewee, WRI maintains an International Climate Action Initiative team of 

approximately eight people – all based in Washington, D.C. – that guides WRI’s climate 

policy and strategy on a global level as it relates to UN climate conferences. The team works 

with climate representatives in WRI’s international locations (namely China, India and 

Brazil) to help shape the organization’s overall climate stance. WRI’s climate campaign, like 

its other core campaigns, is spread across four primary focus issues: business, economics, 

finance and governance. 

• OxFam America: OxFam America is one of 17 independent organizations that make up the 

federation of OxFam International. Headquartered in London, England, the full OxFam 

federation’s multitude of campaigns work to alleviate poverty and hunger around the world. 

Their climate change campaign broadly relates to helping the world’s poor adapt to changing 

environmental conditions.   

Per their interviewee, Oxfam’s climate change team and campaign operate separately from 

its other major campaigns. They employ a policy specialist whose sole focus is climate 
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change. Another position is dedicated to managing OxFam’s partnerships with global allies 

during COPs (along with COP strategy development), given OxFam’s multinational reach.  

Figure 4: ENGO Interview Subjects and COP Employment 

ENGO 
INTERVIEWEE’S 

YEARS AT 
CURRENT ENGO 

INTERVIEWEE’S 
COP15 EMPLOYMENT 

INTERVIEWEE’S 
COP21 EMPLOYMENT 

350.org 8 350.org 350.org 
Sierra Club Less than 5 years Greenpeace Sierra Club 

WWF International 5 WWF International WWF International 

The Nature Conservancy 1 
Union of Concerned 

Scientists 
The Nature Conservancy 

Greenpeace 1 
Lobby watchdog in 

Brussels 
Greenpeace 

World Resources Institute 2 None World Resources Institute 

OxFam America 14 
OxFam America 

(but working for USCAN) 
OxFam America 

 
Data Analysis 
 
 Transcriptions of all interviews were uploaded to Nvivo 11 for analysis. Each interview 

was closely reviewed, and text was highlighted and coded for various themes – or “nodes,” as 

Nvivo calls them – to identity recurring trends. Two primary node categories were used to 

broadly identify interview content that addressed 1) COP influence strategy and 2) ENGO 

organizational learning. Within each of those broad categories, additional nodes were designed 

as follows: 
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• Node: COP influence strategy 
• COP15 influence 

• Insider strategy 
• Outsider strategy 

• COP21 influence 
• Insider strategy 
• Outsider strategy 

 
• Node: ENGO organizational learning 

• Intuition 
• Interpretation 
• Integration 
• Institutionalization 

 
RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS 
 

Results are described within the context of each objective of this Masters Project. 

Objective #1 
 
To determine if and how ENGOs used different insider and/or outsider COP influence 
strategies for COP21 than for COP15, and whether COP15’s failure to result in a global 
climate agreement was used as a learning mechanism for revising influence strategy. 
 
 The insider and outsider strategies used by the ENGOs for each of COP15 and COP21 

are set forth in Figure 5 below. 
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Figure 5.  ENGO Insider/Outsider Influence Strategies Used at COP15 and COP21 

 COP15 COP21 

ENGO Insider Strategies Outsider Strategies Insider Strategies Outsider Strategies 

350.org Campaign for specific 
scientific language in 
text 
 
 

Create “front-burner” 
political dialogue in the press 
 
Bring ~110 youth from 
around the world to COP15 
to dialogue with their 
countries to make sure 
delegates supported the 
values of their young 
constituents 
 
Organize International Day 
of Climate Action two weeks 
before the COP 
 
During COP, organize large 
marches, demonstrations and 
events 
 
Build relationships with 
journalists ahead of time and 
during COP, to write the first 
draft to the press of how the 
COP played out 

Campaign for specific 
scientific language in text 
 
Six representatives in the 
COP handling daily press 
conferences and 
meetings, working with 
partners, gathering 
intelligence and talking to 
countries 

Create “front-burner” 
political dialogue in the press 
 
Use media to pressure 
delegates into an agreement, 
and also to “win the frame” 
of the agreement 
 
Greater use of media to 
mobilize public than efforts 
to influence text 

Sierra Club Undetermined Undetermined Release proposals for 
concepts and language 
that should be in the text, 
and then lobby national 
delegations to push them 
toward that position 
 
Sit in meetings with 
delegates or catch them in 
the hallways 

Bring press attention to COP 
to engage members, shape 
public understanding of 
negotiations, and exert 
leverage on negotiators to 
persuade them toward Sierra 
Club’s position 

WWF 
International 

Attempt to have 
representatives at every 
delegate breakout group 
to influence policy 

As a large ENGO, work to 
set media agenda to force 
delegates’ hands and ensure 
the media asks the right 
questions of delegates 
 
Involvement in marches and 
civil society mobilizations 

Choose 3-4 most 
important breakout 
groups and/or topics, and 
focus on sending 
representatives to those 
groups in a more targeted, 
strategic fashion 

As a large ENGO, work to 
set media agenda to force 
delegates’ hands and ensure 
the media asks the right 
questions of delegates 
 
Involvement in marches and 
civil society mobilizations 
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Greenpeace Release proposals for 
concepts and language 
that should be in the 
text, and then lobby 
national delegations to 
push them toward that 
position 
 
Sit in meetings with 
delegates, or catch them 
in the hallways 

Bring significant press 
capacity to COP  to place 
stories in newspapers and 
highlight perspectives among 
reporters, and use of social 
media to target global 
members 

Lobbying 
 
Informal meetings with 
delegates in hallways 
 
Formal bilateral meetings 
with country delegates to 
gain intel and push 
agenda 
 
Bring suggested 
agreement text to 
negotiations 
 

Bring significant press 
capacity to COP  to place 
stories in newspapers and 
highlight perspectives among 
reporters, and use of social 
media to target global 
members 

The Nature 
Conservancy 

UNFCCC sub-team 
dedicated to insider 
strategy and experts who 
directly try to influence 
negotiations 

UNFCCC sub-team 
dedicated to outsider 
strategy, responsible for 
announcements and events 
outside the COP 

UNFCCC sub-team 
dedicated to insider 
strategy and experts who 
directly try to influence 
negotiations 

UNFCCC sub-team 
dedicated to outsider 
strategy, responsible for 
announcements and events 
outside the COP 

World 
Resources 
Institute 

Undetermined Minimal focus on outsider 
strategies 

Drafted three proposed 
versions of the final Paris 
Agreement text. In the 
months leading up to 
COP21, conducted 
workshops with COP 
delegates, policy makers 
and civil society around 
the world to start a 
dialogue.  
 
Updated proposal based 
on workshops presented 
at COP20 (Lima), and 
near final proposal 
circulated for reaction in 
May 2015. 
 
Workshops were also 
held during all 
intercessionals in the 
lead-up to COP21.3 
 
During COP21, leverage 
relationships with 
negotiators and state 
representatives to allow 
positions to be heard 
during negotiations. 
Three to four WRI 
representatives also had 
negotiator badges.  

Minimal focus on outsider 
strategies 

                                                            
3 Did not take place during the temporal span of the COP, but rather in the months and weeks leading up to the COP. 
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OxFam 
America 

Focus on agreement text 
that addresses the human 
aspects of climate 
change and associated 
remedies, as opposed to 
simply focusing on 
environmental and 
scientific aspects 

Online campaign to bring 
President Obama and other 
world leaders to Copenhagen 
 
Participation in marches, in 
partnership with ENGOs and 
other civil society groups 

Policy experts and 
lobbyists inside the COP 
attempting to influence 
negotiations 

Participation in marches, in 
partnership with ENGOs and 
other civil society groups  

 

 The COP strategies of each ENGO for each of COP15 and COP21 were then compared 

to reveal any significant, intentional changes in prevailing influence strategy. (See Figure 6 

below.) The verdict as to whether a significant change occurred is indicated in the far right 

column of the figure. Of the ENGOs for which both COP15 and COP21 strategy information 

was retrieved, none substantially changed their dominant insider and/or outsider strategies 

between the two COPs. 

Figure 6.  ENGO Changes in Dominant Influence Strategy Between COP15 and COP21 

 COP15 
Dominant Strategy Type 

COP21 
Dominant Strategy Type 

CHANGE IN 
PREVAILING 
STRATEGY? ENGO Insider Outsider Insider Outsider 

350.org  
 

X  X No 

Sierra Club Information unavailable X X Undetermined 
WWF 
International 

X X X X No (even split) 

Greenpeace X X X X No (even split) 
The Nature 
Conservancy 

X X X X No (even split) 

World 
Resources 
Institute 

Information unavailable X  Undetermined 

OxFam 
America 

X X X X No (even split) 
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Objective #2 
 
To determine whether insider, during-COP strategies that are the focus of Corell & 
Betsill’s Framework for Analyzing NGO Influence in International Environmental 
Negotiations constitute the universe of all ENGO actions used to influence COPs 
 
 As evidenced in Figure 5 above, all ENGOs involved in this study — and many others 

that participate in COPs — employ a multitude of insider influence strategies in attempts to 

influence agreement text and delegate actions within COPs. However, nearly all ENGOs also 

employ a number of outsider strategies to influence media coverage, and to educate and garner 

public support for their objectives. Indeed, as interviews were conducted, the interviewees 

consistently returned to a discussion of outsider strategies — particularly for COP21 — even if 

the initial question focused on insider strategies.  

 Multiple interviewees mentioned the importance of outsider strategies and expanding 

efforts beyond the inner halls of the COP conference. One interviewee stated: “I think most 

NGOs put more of an emphasis on communication for Paris [than for Copenhagen], and [spent] 

more time in the year leading up to the COP to set the stage.” Another ENGO noted:  

“So much of our work around the COPs since the very start, and certainly at the last 
meeting in Paris, was focused less on the text-by-text analysis of the treaty [and] more on 
the big picture politics of how this plays out. How we put continued pressure on countries 
who were blockers. How we listen to the voices of the most vulnerable and how we 
create the type of media environment that makes us seem important, so that when heads 
of state show up, they feel pressure and they actually have to deliver on an agreement.” 

 
 The results of this study make it clear that ENGOs devote substantial time and resources 

to COP outsider influence strategies. This lays the groundwork for a discussion of whether 

Betsill and Corell’s influence framework is too narrow in its singular focus on insider influence 

strategies, and whether the inclusion of outsider strategies in assessing influence is warranted.  
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Objective #3 
 
To understand the organizational learning processes ENGOs use to monitor and adjust 
their COP influence strategies, using Crossan’s 4I framework as a guide 
 

 As indicated in Appendix 1, individuals were asked to identify the frequency with which 

various types of organizational learning occur with regard to their ENGO’s COP experience. 

These types of organizational learning correspond to each one of the 4 I’s of Crossan’s 4I 

framework. To tailor the learning types to this study, each level of the framework was defined as 

follows: 

• Intuition: COP team members are able to develop hunches and intuition about ENGO’s 

strategies at COPs over time, as ENGO’s COP team members remain constant across 

COPs. 

• Interpretation: COP team members informally discuss their individual observations and 

hunches with other team members, allowing them to solidify their understanding of COP 

developments and concretely explain their thoughts. 

• Integration: formal group sharing and learning from COP team member ideas and 

observations takes place. 

• Institutionalization: learned COP strategy behaviors are embedded into ENGO’s routine 

COP strategy; team member attrition has no effect. 

Interviewees were asked to identify the frequency of learning across four levels: 

•  0 = Never; behavior does not occur at COPs 
•  1 = Infrequently; behavior occurs sporadically or is not planned at an average COP 
•  2 = Frequently; behavior regularly occurs or is planned at an average COP 
•  3 = Always; behavior always occurs at COPs 
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 The number of ENGOs that learn at each level of frequency across each level of the 4I 

framework is demonstrated in Figure 8. Interpretation occurs most frequently within ENGOs, 

with six out of seven ENGOs “always” engaging in the behavior at COPs. Integration follows, 

with five out of seven ENGOs engaging in the behavior. 

In addition, four of seven ENGOs “frequently” incorporate intuition-level learning into their 

COP activity, and three of seven ENGOs “frequently” engage in institutionalization. 

 Overall, all ENGOs interviewed engage in all four levels of 4I learning “frequently” or 

“always.” No ENGOs “never” engage in each of the four types. Two ENGOs engage in 

intuition-and institutionalization-level learning “infrequently.”  

 

Figure 8.  Frequency of ENGO Learning at Each 4I Framework Level 
 

 

 To further demonstrate, Figure 9 below displays the weighted average score across all 

ENGOs at each level of organizational learning. Interpretation occurs most frequently, followed 

by interpretation, intuition and institutionalization. 
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Figure 9. Weighted Averages and Ranking of 4I Learning Level Frequency 

LEVEL OF 4I 
LEARNING 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
SCORE 

RANK OF OVERALL 
FREQUENCY 

Intuition 3.25 3 
Interpretation 5 1 

Integration 4.75 2 
Institutionalization 3 4 

 
Objective #4 
 
To determine the extent to which organizational learning played a role in ENGOs’ 
adjustment to their COP strategies after COP15, as evidenced by any new strategies they 
used at COP21 
 
 As shown in Figure 6 above, none of the ENGOs interviewed revised their dominant 

COP influence strategy from COP15 to COP21. While ENGOs may have fine-tuned individual 

insider or outsider strategies across time, their major strategy foci remained the same.  

 Likewise, all ENGOs interviewed engage in all four levels of Crossan’s 4I framework at 

least some of the time, as no organizations “never” engaged in any level of learning. Certainly, 

organizational learning as it pertains to COP strategy learning is a strength of large ENGOs like 

the ones interviewed. However, due to the lack of change in dominant influence strategies 

between COP15 and COP21 — and the fact that all interviewed ENGOs perform similarly across 

all organizational learning levels — it is difficult to identify whether there is a direct relationship 

between strength of organizational learning and ability to revise influence strategy. 

 In the same vein, however, it can also be argued that ENGOs are able to maintain 

consistency in their ENGO influence strategies because of their strong organizational learning 

processes. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

ENGO COP Influence Strategy 
  

 As explained, the results of this study demonstrate that ENGOs did not substantially alter 

their insider influence strategies within the parameters of Betsill and Corell’s framework in 

response to COP15. Rather, the same major strategies that ENGOs used in 2009 were also used 

in 2015 at COP21. One interviewee stated “I’m not sure that the nuts and bolts of lobbying have 

changed all that much.” Others recognized mild changes to insider COP strategies, noting that — 

while they have always aimed to influence agreement text at COPs — they have learned to tweak 

their strategy over the years. Another interviewee noted: “I think that understanding the kind of 

power structure of these agreements and which lever to pull and when was something we were 

better at in Paris and in the lead-up than we were back in [Copenhagen].” Ultimately, ENGOs’ 

change in insider strategy between COP15 and COP21 was mild at best. 

 However, this does not necessarily indicate that ENGOs did not adjust their influence 

strategies at all. Rather, it simply indicates they did not adjust their strategies as defined by 

Betsill and Corell’s framework. In other words, their insider influence strategies within the 

temporal bounds of COP21 remained mostly the same to that of COP15. 

 The interviews conducted for this study did, in fact, reveal substantial changes in COP 

strategic approaches between COP15 and COP21; but, the changes occur outside of the scope of 

Betsill and Corell’s framework parameters. As evidenced by multiple interviewee comments, 

COP15’s failure to result in a global climate agreement altered many ENGOs’ COP outsider 

influence strategies before COP21. Indeed, COP15’s failure to result in meaningful climate 

policy progress resulted in ENGOs devoting fewer resources to COPs after 2009. Interviewees 
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noted the following: 

Across ENGOs, the big strategy “re-think” that occurred post-Copenhagen was how 
many resources to devote to the UNFCCC process. “There [was] much more realism 
associated with the Paris process than with the Copenhagen process, in part because, you 
know, maybe people had to go through the Copenhagen process first.” 
 
“After Copenhagen, a lot of people pulled back significantly because they thought they 
had wasted a lot of resources going into Copenhagen because the outcome was so 
disappointing. Funders pulled back, organizations pulled back. There was a sense that the 
international climate negotiations were not the big lever that people hoped they would 
be.” 
 
“There are quite a few people for whom this was…the first COP since Copenhagen. A lot 
of people have been hit by post-Copenhagen blues in a very negative sense and are only 
just returning now. Some people think [the UNFCCC process] is slow. It is slow! So 
things really changed quite a lot from 2009 to 2015 as part of that channel as well.” 
 

 This devotion of fewer on-the-ground personnel resources to COP21 than to COP15 is 

also apparent in Figure 10 below, which displays the number of participants that each ENGO 

involved in this study sent to each COP as a registered conference representative, as identified in 

the UN’s “Provisional List of Participants” for COP15 and COP21. Here, all ENGOs 

participating in this study had a smaller COP participant contingency for COP21 than for 

COP15, even in spite of the hopeful momentum that COP21 would result in a global climate 

agreement. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of ENGO COP Participation from COP15 to COP21 

 

 It also resulted in different communications framing regarding the relative success or 

failure of post-COP15 COPs. Multiple interviewees mentioned that — rather than focusing on 

the outcome of  COP21 as the “be all, end all of the [UNFCCC] process” as they did for COP15 

—  framing pre- and post-COP21 has placed greater emphasis on COP results as being a mere 

stepping stone toward further climate progress. In other words, rather than the outcome of 

COP21 being framed as a black-and-white success or failure, ENGOs are communicating about 

it as indicative of an “energy revolution. It’s time to move forward on climate change, and we 

are ready…with a positive message of action, regardless of what happens [at COP21].” 

 
ENGO Organizational Learning  
 

A discussion of ENGO results at each level of learning at each level of the 4I framework follows. 
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Intuition 
 

 Intuition was the third most frequently used level of organizational learning for ENGOs, 

according to the weighted averages in Figure 8. Defined for this study as COP team members 

developing hunches about ENGO’s strategies at COPs over time because team members remain 

constant across events, attrition (i.e., personnel turnover on COP teams) was mentioned by 

interviewees as a factor that affects COP teams in more than half of ENGOs that were 

interviewed. One ENGO mentioned that there is “significant turnover” within ENGOs’ COP 

teams — not only at his ENGO, but across the sector. A separate ENGO mentioned that the 

personnel on his COP team were only consistent across “a few people.” Yet another organization 

mentioned that leadership at the highest level within their organization was consistent over many 

years, but “at the mid-level to operational level, [there is] lots of turnover.” 

 These comments are consistent with the results of a comparison between ENGO 

participants at COP15 and COP21.  

To further demonstrate attrition between COPs, Figure 11 below identifies the number of 

individuals from each ENGO’s COP team who were participants for the same ENGO at both 

COP15 and COP21. Like Figure 8, this data is derived from a comparison of the individual 

names of each ENGO’s COP representatives, as listed in the UN’s “Provisional List of 

Participants,” for COP15 and COP21. Across all ENGOs participating in this study, the percent 

of COP21 participants who had represented the same ENGO at COP15 – and therefore 

conceivably applied experiential learnings from COP15 to COP21 – averaged a mere 14.5 

percent. 
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Figure 11. Level of ENGO COP Participant Attrition from COP15 to COP21 

ENGO Number of COP21 Participants 
Who Also Represented ENGO at 

COP15 

Percent of ENGO’s COP21 Team 
Who Also Represented ENGO at 

COP15 
350.org 

2 28.6% 

Greenpeace International 
8 18.2% 

OxFam International 
0 0% 

Sierra Club 
2 9.5% 

The Nature Conservancy 
3 20% 

World Resources Institute 
0 0% 

World Wildlife Fund 
11 25% 

 

Certainly, attrition within any organization makes intuitive learning more difficult to 

accumulate among personnel and filter up to higher levels of the organization through feed 

forward processes, and academic literature supports these results. Dubbed “organizational 

forgetting,” the loss of organizational learning due to employee turnover is a significant 

consideration for organizations to address if they strive for knowledge continuity. (Argote, 

Epple, Rao, & Murphy, 1997) It must be noted that the effects of turnover, or attrition, depend on 

also depend on the internal structure of the organization. Argote notes that highly structured 

organizations (i.e., those with well-defined team roles, training programs and division of labor) 

are less affected by attrition than low-structure organizations. (Argote, 1997)  

Regardless, multiple ENGOs indicated that an employee’s personal years of experience 

working within COPs — and the cumulative knowledge and relationships they have gained at the 

events regardless of the organization they work for — are instrumental in being able to intuit 

patterns in COP processes and the types of strategies that may or may not be effective.  
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 One ENGO stated, “Like any sport, COPs are half-knowing the manual of how to do 

something, and half, sort of, it’s in your bones after a certain point.” Given the “confusing” 

processes, acronyms and sheer number of entities involved in UNFCCC events, experience is 

vital to successful strategy implementation. 

 At the same time, a beginner’s perspective is valued by at least one ENGO, and 

potentially many others that were not interviewed. This interviewee stated, “You want a mix of 

people who are really steeped in that, but not a team that becomes blinded to the kind of things 

that you can see with a beginners mind when it comes to this work.”  

Interpretation 
 

 Interpretation is the type of learning most widely and often engaged in at COPs by the 

ENGOs in this study, according to the weighted averages in Figure 8. Again, interpretation is 

defined herein as COP team members informally discussing their individual observations and 

hunches with one another, allowing them to solidify their understanding of COP developments 

and concretely explain their thoughts. A strong majority of ENGOs described using electronic 

and social media to informally share knowledge and learnings among their COP teams during the 

events, allowing for “live adjustments” of strategy. Mentioned tools include Skype (for group 

discussions and live coordination among teams, and sharing of web links), WhatsApp groups, 

Slack and other instant messaging tools, specialized email list-serves, and use of more secure 

communications avenues for sensitive information. Overall, ENGOs would agree that, at COPs, 

there are “various communication channels operating at all times.” These avenues of interpreting 

and informal learning were particularly useful at COP21, as the sheer size of the event made 

face-to-face meetings more difficult than at other COPs. 
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Integration 
 

 Integration is the second most frequent type of learning used by ENGOs with regard to 

COP strategy. Ultimately, all ENGOs interviewed perform strongly with regard to integration-

type learning (i.e., sharing of information via formal and structured means).  All ENGOs engage 

in daily team meetings on each day of the COP, and a few even schedule full-team evening 

meetings in response to especially notable COP developments. These formal meetings allow the 

ENGOs’ COP team members to share personal experiences via “facilitated meetings where notes 

are taken, next strategy steps are identified and learnings are discussed.” They allow teams to 

amalgamate personal observations into a full group understanding of the influence strategies that 

are working successfully and those that are not. 

Institutionalization  
 

 Institutionalization resulted in the greatest mix of results in terms of how frequently 

ENGOs engaged in this type of learning. The weighted average score at this level places 

institutionalization second to last in terms of frequency of use. Still, according to interview 

results, the strong majority of ENGOs interviewed engage in practices conducive to 

institutionalization of their COP knowledge on a “frequent” or “always” basis. All ENGOs 

except one engaged in debriefing and report write-ups about how their COP strategies unfolded, 

and about lessons learned at the full departmental level. ENGOs tend to evaluate their COP 

performance not upon the outcome of the COP or whether the agreement included certain text, 

but rather on whether the team feels it executed its expected strategies and the ENGO effected 

the impact it planned to have.  

 Of particular note, one interviewee makes a crucial point about the questionable 

importance of institutionalized COP learning to ENGOs: “The context [surrounding COPs] has 
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changed so much that the learning we had at our previous COPs is inapplicable to the next one. 

So, in that way, we do carry [learnings] forward, but it hasn’t been…a linear rate of 

improvement.”  

 Surprisingly, one ENGO did not focus on debriefing or reflection on lessons learned, 

even after a large internally-perceived success like COP21:  

“In terms of reflections, that didn’t really happen. Even in terms of how we’re thinking 
about COP 22, there’s very little conversation at the moment on strategy. I think because 
we are still trying to formulate what we see as strong outcome possibilities in the 
Morocco.” 
 

 The importance of continued change in the environment surrounding COPs and its effect 

on ENGO influence strategies was mentioned multiple times by ENGOs, often in an unprompted 

context. Indeed, ENGOs appear to acknowledge that the social and political environment 

surrounding each COP precludes them from relying upon employment of successful strategies 

from previous COPs at future COPs.  

 These findings are consistent with academic literature that hints at the difficulty of 

institutionalizing learning in work contexts that are not routine, as opposed to routine. The latter 

environments lend themselves to institutionalized learning due to their predictability, which both  

allows learning to occur in feed-forward processes, and also allows learning to be implemented 

in feed-back processes. (Lengnick-Hall & Inocencio-Gray, 2013) However, “in environments 

marked by ambiguity, uncertainty, and frequent change” – and COPs most certainly are – 

“numerous exceptions and unanalyzable solutions severely limit the ability of firms to build 

sustainable competitive advantages based on past strategic actions or feedback-based learning.” 

(Lengnick-Hall & Inocencio-Gray, 2013) 
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RELEVANCE OF FINDINGS 
 

The results of this study are relevant in multiple spheres. With regard to influence, they 

add a new consideration to the factors that must be weighed when assessing ENGO influence on 

international climate change negotiation, and perhaps a rethink of the process tracing methods 

used to evidence influence.  

This study focuses on Betsill and Corell’s Framework for Analyzing NGO Influence in 

International Negotiations because it is one of the most comprehensive and detailed frameworks 

for assessing such influence in academic literature. Betsill and Corell’s research is widely 

respected in the field and understandably so. However, the framework was published in 2001: 

eight years before COP15 and many years before the game-changing proliferation of digital 

communications, social media and up-to-the-second news reports. Since that time, mass digital 

communications have greatly enhanced ENGOs’ abilities to mobilize global public support and 

create a crucible-like public media environment in which to spur delegates to action. Indeed, 

these campaigns are also meant to influence COP delegates. One interviewee stated: 

“You go to these negotiations, and you see negotiators sitting on Twitter and sitting on 
Facebook and reading the news headlines. [They go] to the bar after the talks that 
evening…and talk about the gossip. We are all humans, and negotiators are too. So, 
understanding that environment and how to create [and] push certain messages within 
that bubble is really key.” 

 

 By targeting negotiators with formidable social and electronic news media campaigns, 

ENGOs are now able to exert insider-like influence on delegates without actually being inside 

the COP. Certainly, these strategies still constitute influence as defined by Betsill and Corell: 

“when one actor intentionally transmits information to another that alters the latter’s actions from 

what would have occurred without that information.” (Corell & Betsill, 2001) 
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 However, this tangential method of influence is, at first glance, exceedingly difficult to 

prove via process tracing, upon which Betsill and Corell’s framework relies. According to their 

study, process tracing “requires researchers to build a logical chain of evidence linking NGO 

participation in international environmental negotiations with the effects of the participation.” 

(Betsill & Corell, 2001) Whether the delegates are confirmed to have received this information is 

also critical to process tracing. 

 Indeed, process tracing is much easier to use to concretely track ENGO influence when a 

framework is limited to physical COP insider strategies and timing that is limited solely to the 

duration of the COP. A “logical chain of evidence” is much more difficult to construct when 

influence strategies involve electronic media campaigns and outsider strategies that are enacted 

weeks or even months before a COP begins. Nonetheless, given the increasing focus that ENGOs 

are giving to these strategies, it is crucial for influence assessment frameworks to incorporate 

these strategies into their measurement considerations. 

 This study also highlights the importance of the political and social environments 

surrounding a COP, as well as the multi-year preparations leading up to them, in affecting COP 

outcomes — regardless of ENGO influence. Multiple interviewees discussed the importance of 

considering these environments when assessing ENGO influence on COPs: 

“I think there was a difference [in strategy from Copenhagen to Paris] and some learning. 
[But], we had to change because the world had changed, and the fundamental differences 
between countries had changed.” 

“It’s hard to differentiate whether we really learned anything out of Copenhagen or we 
just changed with the time and adjusted accordingly.” 

  

 In addition, the use of INDCs to encourage individual country commitments to emissions 

reductions well ahead of COP21 was mentioned by multiple ENGOs as a key reason for 
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achievement of a global agreement in Paris. Thus, it must be remembered that — even with 

vastly improved ENGO influence strategies from COP15 to COP21 — the success of a COP 

may be attributed to political environment factors that have little to do with ENGO actions. 

 
STUDY LIMITATIONS 
 

 This study is limited by the number of ENGOs that were interviewed, as well as the 

number of interviewees who participated from each ENGO. If more ENGOs were interviewed, 

the study may have yielded different results. In addition, if more individuals from within the 

same ENGO were interviewed, different or additional feedback about each ENGOs’ influence 

strategies and organizational learning processes could have possibly been uncovered. This is 

especially of note given that most of my interviewees were not at the same ENGO of 

employment for COP21 that they were for COP15. While most of them were nonetheless 

involved in both COPs, few of them could rely on their employment continuity to speak to their 

current ENGO’s strategies for both COP15 and COP21, and the manner in which those strategies 

might have changed. 

 Similarly, the results and learnings from this study are only applicable to large ENGOs 

with a significant presence in the United States and globally. Small ENGOs, as well as ENGOs 

of any size that are not based in the United States, were excluded from the study. Given the 

different methods small ENGOs employ to motivate and fairly represent their contingencies (as 

discussed in the Literature Review), a study of their influence strategies and organizational 

learning flows may yield different results.  
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
 Extending Crossan’s 4I Framework to Include Intertwined, Inter-organizational 
Learning  

 This project focuses on the individual approaches that ENGOs take to influence COPs 

and the independent, intra-organizational decisions made regarding strategy. Given the high 

extent of collaboration among ENGOs at UN climate change conferences, further exploration of 

how learning occurs between ENGOs — or inter-organizational learning — would inform 

ENGO approaches to future COPs.  

A study by Jones and Macpherson suggests incorporation of inter-organizational learning 

into the 4I framework, thus introducing an external component to the manner in which 

organizations institutionalize knowledge. (Jones & Macpherson, 2006) Such learning involves 

the introduction of a fifth “I” — intertwining — into the learning process. It necessitates that 

organization leaders be open to the introduction of new, outside knowledge into their 

organization’s knowledge bank, allowing the organization’s “systems and structures [to be] 

institutionalized with the assistance of external organizations.” (Jones & Macpherson, 2006)  

A number of extensions to Crossan’s 4I framework have been proposed in academic 

literature over the years. A study by Jenkin, for example, suggests the addition of a fifth learning 

process – information foraging – to address the specific motivators and processes that lead 

individuals to intuitive learning. (Jenkin, 2013) Another study by Benn argues that learning 

within an organization’s social networks is a worthy addition to the 4I framework, as it can have 

implications on how leaders enable institutionalization at the organizational level. (Benn, 2013) 

The results of this project lend strength to the argument for adding “intertwining” to the 

4I framework, particularly with regard to ENGOs.  Collaboration among ENGOs was mentioned 

by several interviewees as being highly important. One respondent said:  
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“There’s lots of good collaborations at these processes. We work super closely with other 
partners. We were in multiple huddles a day [in Paris], with anywhere from six other 
organizations to 30 or 40 organizations. So there is a real flow of information in a pretty 
sophisticated system set up for people to collaborate and work super effectively 
throughout the process.” 
 
In particular, multiple interviewees referenced the importance of the Climate Action 

Network (CAN) in facilitating inter-organizational learning among ENGOS at COPs. CAN 

facilitates information exchange and coordinated strategy among NGOs, with the ultimate goal 

of creating a critical, unified mass of pressure on governments and individuals to mitigate 

climate change. (Climate Action Network International, 2016) CAN publishes its “ECO” 

newsletter during COPs, which serves as a unique communications vehicle for ENGOs and other 

civil society constituencies to learn about daily COP negotiations updates. One interviewee 

stated: 

“[CAN] is a very important player in the NGO community in many ways, in terms of 
learning and experience-sharing and initial understanding and strategy tactics and 
positions and all these things. CAN plays a big role – and maybe, according to some 
NGOs, too big of a role – because you’re trying to look for [the] converging of opinions 
between almost 900 international organizations, which is not always plausible and maybe 
not always what you want either. At least it is a very important actor to get a real sense of 
how NGOs work at COPs.” 
 
Climate representatives at CAN were contacted multiple times for this study, but 

interview coordination was unsuccessful. 

 Indeed, while Jones and Macpherson’s study focuses on learning in small and medium 

enterprises, the importance of intertwining knowledge to ENGO learning processes is an avenue 

worthy of exploration. Such knowledge could facilitate collaborative ENGO influence strategies 

at COP22 and beyond. In addition, the relatively new application of organizational learning 

theory to NGOs, as discussed in the Literature Review, creates an environment ripe for the 

tailoring of a learning framework specific to this sector. 
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 Application of Study to Smaller ENGOs 

 The relationship between ENGO size and how they learn to adjust their COP influence 

strategies is also a needed area of future research. This study focuses on ENGOs that are large in 

scale and scope; thus, most of them mentioned reliance on outsider influence strategies to 

influence COPs. However, ENGOs with smaller membership constituencies tend to rely on 

insider influence strategies. (Betzold, 2013) Given the ever-changing political and social 

environments surrounding COPs, and the increasing reliance on pre- and post-COP public 

messaging to manipulate these environments, a study of whether small ENGOs have adjusted 

their reliance on insider strategies would be an important contribution to this field of research. 

Developments in Electronic Communications 

 Finally, given the proliferation in the use of mass electronic news and social media by 

ENGOs to campaign and garner support, further areas of research might choose to study the 

specific electronic media strategies used by each ENGO and the method by which organization 

learning allows ENGOs to adapt to new communications outlets. 

CONCLUSION 
 

 This study analyzed ENGOs’ efforts to influence UNFCCC negotiations from two 

primary perspectives: a strategy perspective, whereby actions taken to influence the outcomes of 

COP15 and COP21 were compared; and an organizational learning perspective, whereby the 

relationship between significant change in influence strategies from COP15 to COP21 and the 

strength of ENGOs’ 4I strategic renewal learning processes was explored.  

 With regard to strategy, ENGOs did not significantly alter their major influence strategies 

from COP15 to COP21, when looking at the specific temporal span of each COP. All ENGOs for 
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which COP15 and COP21 interviewee data was available maintained the same combination of 

insider and/or outsider strategies for each of COP15 and COP21.  

That said, a significant number of ENGOs did adjust their pre-COP influence strategies 

for COP21 after experiencing internal and external public disappointment in COP15’s inability 

to reach a global climate agreement. These pre-COP strategies involved extensive 

communications and social media campaigns targeted at the public and negotiators alike.  

 Prevailing frameworks in academic literature focus only on ENGO insider strategies 

when measuring influence. Given the strategic shift from a focus on mid-COP to pre-COP 

influence strategies that ENGOs have undergone in the six years since COP15, these frameworks 

must be revised to include pre-COP outsider strategies in influence analysis. Indeed, interviews 

with key climate representatives from the ENGO community indicate that this trend is likely to 

continue.  

 When it comes to COP strategy, ENGOs’ learning is strongest at the individual and group 

levels. ENGO participants at COPs are able to consistently and freely share their observations 

with their colleagues, allowing them to concretely verbalize learnings that they had merely 

intuited at the individual level. ENGOs also hold regular group-wide meetings at every COP. All 

organizations meet daily – and some twice per day – to allow individual members to share 

observations among the full strategy team. The two types of learning described correlate to the 

interpretation and integration levels of the 4I framework.  

Intuitive learning (defined in this paper as lack of attrition of ENGOs’ COP team 

members) happens less frequently, as turnover among teams is notably high. However, 

experience navigating the intricate policies and politics of COPs is highly transferrable between 

ENGOs. So, intuitive learning at COPs – regardless of one’s ENGO affiliation – is of most 
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importance. With regard to institutionalization, the unique political and social circumstances of 

each COP necessitate that ENGOs adopt influence strategies unique to each event, and 

institutionalized learnings from prior COPs do not often apply to future events. This is consistent 

with academic literature, which finds that the development and application of institutionalized 

learnings in unpredictable, non-routing settings (of which COPs are one) can be both difficult 

and a hindrance to strategy flexibility. (Lengnick-Hall & Inocencio-Gray, 2013)    
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1 

The Role of Organizational Learning in ENGO Influence Strategies  
Targeting UN Climate Change Negotiations 

Interview Questions 
GENERAL 

1. What is your role at ENGO, how long have you been at ENGO and how are you involved 
in ENGO’s COP influence efforts? 
 

2. What role does ENGO typically assume at COPs? 
 

3. Describe ENGO’s general organizational structure (e.g., how do regional chapters relate 
to the whole?) 
 

4. Describe the structure of ENGO’s COP strategy team and how it fits in to the larger 
organization. 
 

COP INFLUENCE 

5. What efforts did ENGO use to influence COP 15, and what was the ultimate goal? 
 

6. What strategies did ENGO use to transmit information to decision-makers at COP 15?  
a. Did ENGO work to influence final agreement text, individual country statements 

or both?  
b. Did ENGO make an effort to provide negotiators with information about the 

nature of the problem, particular proposals, etc.? 
 

7. COP 15 failed to result in an international climate change agreement. In response, did 
ENGO actively adjust its influence strategies moving forward (particularly for COP 21)? 
 

8. What efforts did ENGO use to influence COP 21, and what was the ultimate goal? 
 

9. What strategies did ENGO use to transmit information to decision-makers at COP 21?  
a. Did ENGO work to influence final agreement text, individual country statements 

or both?  
b. Did ENGO make an effort to provide negotiators with information about the 

nature of the problem, particular proposals, etc.?  
 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
The following questions apply to ENGO’s team responsible for COP involvement. 
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10. How does ENGO make decisions regarding COP influence strategies? Is the decision-
making top-down or bottom-up? 
 

11. How are observations and ideas from ENGO’s individual COP team: 
a. Memorialized and recorded by ENGO’s individual participants? 
b. Shared and discussed informally or ad hoc with other ENGO COP team 

members?  
c. Shared and discussed formally and in a structured manner with other ENGO COP 

team members? 
d. Incorporated into overall COP influence strategy in the current COP and future 

COPs? 
 

12. Please identify the frequency of learning types that ENGO generally employs at COPs: 
Never = behavior does not occur at COPs 
Infrequently = behavior occurs sporadically or is not planned an average COP 
Frequently = behavior regularly occurs or is planned at an average COP 
Always = behavior always occurs at COPs 

 
a. Team members are able to develop hunches and intuition about ENGO’s 

strategies at COPs over time, as ENGO’s COP team members remain constant 
across COPs 

 Never  Infrequently  Frequently  Always 
 

b. Team members informally discuss their individual observations and hunches with 
other team members, allowing them to solidify their understanding and concretely 
explain their thoughts 

 Never  Infrequently  Frequently  Always 
  

c. Formal group sharing and learning from COP team member ideas and 
observations takes place 

 Never  Infrequently  Frequently  Always 
  

d. Learned COP strategy behaviors are embedded into ENGO’s routine COP 
strategy; team member attrition is of no effect 

 Never  Infrequently  Frequently  Always 
  

13. How does ENGO COP team leadership respond to ideas from individual team members? 
 

14. How does ENGO address learning continuity and respond to lessons learned from COP 
to COP? 
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CONCLUSION 

15. Is there any additional information relevant to this study that you wish to provide at this 
time? 
 

16. Is there anyone else I should talk to? 

 


